
7 days of           or    

Although this art activity shows dinosaur 

pictures, it can be adapted to any shape or 

favourite picture of your choice. Just use the 

Duplo/Lego blocks to print all over a picture and 

then, once it’s dry, cut it out. You could always 

get your child to do this on a blank piece of paper 

and then once dry, make hand prints or foot 

prints or a car or a superhero or ……… endless 

ideas! 

This also provides a great opportunity to explore: 

 Colour mixing 

 Identification of shapes (circles, squares and rectangles) 

 Identification of number (how many circles are there in a block? 

Can you print with two blocks?) 

 

Maths Themed Idea’s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colour sorting using coloured 

paper 

Do you have any kitchen tongs? 

Is you child able to pick up the 

blocks with those instead of 

their fingers? This is an 

amazing way to get those little 

hand muscles working, ready for 

when they pick up a pencil to 

draw and write. 

 Patterns 

Can your child build a tower following the 

same colour pattern as you? 

Can they copy the shape that you have 

made? 

Hint – check on the internet, there are often 

printable templates that you can print off. 



Literacy Themed Idea’s    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Other amazing activities 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can your child recreate 

their favourite story 

character using Duplo or 

Lego? 

You could write each letter of their name on a block and see if they can match them up 

– just like the picture. The most important thing is that they can see the similarities 

between the shapes of the letters. If they can say the letter sound, that is amazing! 

Handy hints to save problems in the future: 

 Ensure that you only use a capital letter for the initial letter in their name, not 

capitals for the whole word because they will need to know lower case letters 

before upper case letters when they go to school  

 Try and keep the colours the same so that they are making links between the 

letters and the colours 

 If you are keen to work on saying the letters with your child, please use pure 

sounds - the following link will introduce you to pure sounds  

Pure Speech Sounds - Bing video 

 

Can you build a maze for you 

to blow a PomPom through? 

 

Or, can you build a ring-

toss? You can create the 

rings out of twisted pipe 

cleaners. 

Have you got an old box? You 

could cut out some shapes and 

encourage your child to either 

choose that lego/duplo piece or 

get them to connect pieces 

together to create the correct 

shape. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=pure+sounds+youtube&docid=607994132192691865&mid=D9FA3742AAE032B1EACED9FA3742AAE032B1EACE&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


 

 

 

Final Idea’s 

 

 

 

For further ideas, please follow the link below to the Lego Duplo website as it contains 

a wealth of creative things to do. 

Play Ideas | LEGO® DUPLO® | Official LEGO® Shop GB 

After all of that craft with your lego or duplo, it may all need a 

really good clean! If so, chuck it in a bowl with warm, soapy water 

and get your child to clean it. 

Technically, this is not child-labour as it provides many educational 

benefits: 

 Great for fine motor skills – getting those hands and 

fingers to grip an old toothbrush/cloth/sponge 

 Early science – do the bricks float? What does floating and 

sinking mean? 

 Communication and Language development – can they tell 

you what they are doing? Are they able to follow simple 

instructions e.g. “can you clean the red ones first please” 

The learning opportunities are endless…… 

https://www.lego.com/en-gb/themes/duplo/play-ideas?cmp=Brand-UK-Duplo-OLA-Sep-17-PIN1ShadowTheatreVid-keywordstocom-POST-LEGOPinterestUK-GLO--DUPLO-UKALWAYSONPIN2017-CO-LEGO-&pp=1

